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Abstract: Post-fault event report analysis is a crucial skill set for electric power engineers in the
protection industry. This paper serves as a reference which elucidates the preprocessing procedures
involved in transforming data present in event reports to phasors that can be used in various post-fault
analysis application algorithms. The paper discusses key elements of this process such as interpreting
the data and calculating voltage and current phasors from instantaneous sample values present in a
fault record. A crucial component of event report analysis is choosing the appropriate time instant for
calculating phasors for event report analysis. Conventionally, protection engineers manually perform
event report analysis and arbitrarily select time instants after certain cycles of fault inception for
this purpose. This approach prevents the process from being successfully automated. Furthermore,
arbitrary selection of time instant does not utilize the entire fault data and may fail in several cases
such as short time fault scenario and evolving fault scenario. For this purpose, this paper proposes
an adaptive novel technique which utilizes the entire data present in the event report to select the
most suitable time instant for event report analysis. The superiority of the proposed algorithm over
conventional methods is demonstrated using three real-world scenarios.

Keywords: phasor; event report; fault record; post-fault analysis

1. Introduction

Transmission lines are a vital part of a power system as they transfer electrical power over long
distances from generators to loads. Transmission lines are usually uninsulated and are subjected
to a variety of faults. When a fault occurs in a power system, voltage and current waveforms are
recorded by intelligent electronic devices (IEDs) such as digital relays and digital fault recorders (DFRs).
Event reports recorded during a fault contain a plethora of information about the system condition [1].
Event reports have been traditionally used for performing fault analysis such as identifying the fault
location [2–5] and fault resistance [6]. In recent times, they have been used for a variety of purposes
such as evaluating relay and circuit breaker performance [7–9] and gleaning system parameters such
as sequence impedance parameters of lines [10–12], estimating Thevenin impedance [13], verifying
short circuit system model used for studies [14], and determining the exact fault inception and clearing
times [15,16].

Different digital fault recorders have different recording capabilities and specifications.
Fault recorders capture instantaneous snapshots of the various quantities it measures and records
it in the event reports. Hence, these data present in the form of samples need to be preprocessed to
extract information in a usable format for implementing the various event report analysis applications
discussed previously. Past efforts in developing event report analysis applications commonly either
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use data obtained from simulation results or directly use phasors obtained from real-world data for
demonstrating their applications. When simulation results are used, the data are readily available in
the required format. Hence, either way the preprocessing steps are neglected.

In the data preprocessing stages, though the process of obtaining phasors from data present in
the form of discrete samples is fairly a simple process, there exist a crucial step which is choosing the
time instant for extracting phasors which would then be used in the event report analysis application
algorithms. Historically, an arbitrary time instant after fault inception has been chosen to extract
phasors for this purpose. A major cause of transients in the fault current is DC Offset and phasor
estimation performed while DC offset is present, which can lead to errors in analysis applications
[17,18]. DC offset is commonly expected to drown out within a few cycles [19]. Hence, phasors 2
cycles after fault inception are extracted for this purpose. However, this selection process is further
complicated when there is CT saturation present due to DC offset. Asymmetrical CT saturation can
take several cycles to occur [20]. Authors in [21] have used 1.5 cycles after fault inception as their
time instant for extracting phasors. The authors in [10] have identified other factors apart form CT
saturation such as capacitive voltage transformer (CVT) transients which can last for about 1.5 cycles.
Selecting phasors just 1.5 cycles after fault inception may be too quick as the transients may not
have died out within this period in real-world cases. Some authors have taken a more conservative
approach and used 3 cycles after fault inception as the point for estimating phasors for this purpose
[11,12]. A most likely scenario where this choice of time instant will fail is when the fault has been
cleared very quickly and as a result, the fault segment is not long enough. The authors from practical
experience have clearly pointed out in [22] some of the sources of error which can arise from event
report analysis of transmission line faults. In the very first case analyzed in [22], the relay calculated
an inaccurate fault location estimate because it could not choose the appropriate phasors during an
evolving fault. The algorithm used in that scenario assumed that the contiguous data midpoint is
a reasonably stable point at which to estimate the fault location. The authors have highlighted the
issue of choosing the best point in the event report for fault location estimation. Furthermore, there are
several research papers and reports which have also emphasized the need to select appropriate time
instants for extracting phasors for various applications. For example, [3,23] have stressed on the
importance of choosing the best part of the fault waveform for extracting phasors to be used for fault
location in transmission and distribution systems. Studies performed in [24] have identified inaccurate
phasor selection due to various factors as discussed previously as a source of error while estimating
fault location in transmission systems.

The commonly used time instants have been 1.5, 2, or 3 cycles after fault inception for extracting
phasors for event report analysis applications. Furthermore, many of these applications have been
calculated off line. If these commonly chosen time instants are not used, they are chosen by visual
inspection by protection engineers. However, like fault location, several of these applications such
as estimating sequence impedance parameters of the line and relay performance verification can be
automatically calculated every time a fault event report is recorded and used as a supervisory check of
system condition. This would be possible if we can identify the appropriate phasors to be used for
calculations accurately so as to not raise any false alarms.

Summarizing this, different authors have used a variety of time instants for extracting phasors to
be used in event report analysis applications. When fault instants are chosen arbitrarily, there is no
confidence or guarantee that steady state has been achieved at the selected time instant. Furthermore,
the fault record may contain longer periods of steady state fault data which offer better quality of
information but would not be utilized when a fixed arbitrary time instant is chosen for all cases. It is
common sense to use data after the transients have died out for this purpose. However, there has
not been a technique to identify this time instant from a steady state fault portion of the event report.
Moreover, in the modern world where several functions are being automated, there needs to be a way
to quantify steady state so that the digital relays or processors themselves can accurately calculate and
perform event report analysis applications. A proposed method for estimating the time instant should
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also be simple enough to be comprehended by the relay engineer, who should be able to verify and
rectify the results in abnormal situations.

This paper presents a novel method to identify a time instant from the steady state portion of an
event report for the extraction of phasors for event report analysis applications. This paper also serves
as a tutorial and elucidates the data preprocessing steps required to be performed to transform data
present in event reports into phasors that can be used in various algorithms as discussed in Section 2.
The proposed novel method to select phasors for event report analysis applications is presented in
Section 2.2. Section 3 demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in event reports that
have transients such as DC offset, short time fault scenario, and evolving fault scenario using field data
obtained from three real-world cases. The time instant chosen by the proposed algorithm is compared
with commonly used time instants of 1.5, 2, or 3 cycles after fault inception for extracting phasors
for event report analysis applications. The proposed algorithm generalized well for all the presented
fault scenarios and chose appropriate time instant for extracting phasors from event reports, thus
eliminating errors in post-fault analysis application due to wrong selection of phasors.

2. Methodology for Data Preprocessing

Recording devices are primarily used to monitor and record voltages, currents, and status signals
when triggered due to certain events. Recording devices may differ in sampling rate, length of record,
and type of record they can capture based on their purpose of usage [25]. Some of the common types
of recording devices are microprocessor-based relays and digital fault recorders.

When recording devices detect any disturbances or faults, they are configured to produce fault
records such that they contain prefault information, event or fault data, and post-fault information.
The recording device can be triggered by a variety of conditions such as over-current, change in
observed voltage, frequency, or impedance based on its setting. Prefault data contains information
regarding the normal system conditions just before the fault or disturbance occurs. Event data contains
fault voltages, currents, and status of protective devices and switchgear (if monitored by the recorder).
Post-fault information shows how the system has responded and operated under the fault condition.

Though the data preprocessing step has been automated inside the relay for certain applications,
some applications still require a protection engineer to manually perform this process to extract
different quantities from event report for analysis. The following sections will explain the steps
which need to be performed to transform raw data into useful phasor quantities that can be used in
various algorithms.

2.1. Obtaining Fundamental Frequency Phasors

The measurements obtained from fault records are discrete samples. There are several methods
that have been proposed over the years such as discrete Fourier transform (DFT), cosine filters,
least squares algorithm, Kalman filters, and wavelet transforms to filter out certain quantities such
as harmonics or DC offset [26]. In this paper, discrete Fourier transform is used for calculating the
phasors. DFT technique can efficiently extract the magnitude and phase angle of only the fundamental
frequency voltage and current and discard all the harmonics. On applying DFT, we extract the peak
value magnitude and phase angle of the fundamental frequency. This magnitude is then divided by√

2 to obtain the RMS value.
DFT is applied on one cycle data. The number of samples present in one cycle depends on

the sampling frequency of the recorder. The current and voltage frequency ( f defined in hertz),
sampling rate (Ns defined in samples per cycle), and the total number of samples present (n) are
usually saved in the fault record as supplemental information. A sliding window of size of one cycle
(or size Ns samples) is used where the oldest sample is discarded when a new sample is added.

One of the ways of applying DFT over the entire sample set is by using each sample in the fault
record as the last sample in the DFT calculation as shown in Figure 1. Hence, each sample at index
p in the set will have a corresponding fundamental phasor quantity (at index p) which will also be
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the RMS value. The set containing all the current magnitudes is called IMag and the set containing all
the voltage magnitudes is called VMag. The calculation of phasors is done for the entire fault record
to be able to visualize the current and voltage magnitudes during the fault as well as to identify an
appropriate fault instant and prefault instant to extract phasors for event report analysis.

Figure 1. Extracting phasors from discrete samples present in event report.

2.2. Algorithm to Select Phasors for Event Report Analysis Applications

Most event report analysis applications such as calculating fault location, estimating
sequence-impedance parameters, and Thevenin impedance of upstream network require a stable
prefault and fault instant values of voltage and current phasors. Though selection of prefault quantities
is a straightforward process, the selection of fault quantities is more complicated as discussed in
Section 1. This subsection proposes an algorithm which can select an appropriate time instant for
extracting phasors during a fault which can be used for event report analysis applications.

Event recorders record certain number of cycles before the actual trigger which caused them to
save an event report. These cycles of data are called prefault data. In most scenarios, except energizing
events and recloser operation events, before a fault has occurred, the voltage and current values are
stable in all three phases. Hence, it is simple to pick a prefault instant. The prefault time instant can
be any sample before the onset of the fault. A commonly selected time instant for obtaining prefault
quantities is 3 cycles before the inception of the fault. The current at the prefault instant and the fault
instant is denoted by IPre f ault and IFault respectively in this paper. However, to avoid any phase angle
mismatch between the prefault and fault phasors, the difference in the number of samples between the
fault instant and prefault instant at which the respective phasors were calculated must be an integer
multiple of the sampling rate as shown in (1). Once the fault instant for extracting phasors for analysis
applications is chosen, the prefault instant can be modified accordingly.

t(IFault)− t(IPre f ault)

Ns
= Integer number (1)

Conventionally, arbitrarily chosen time instants after fault inception are used to extract phasors
for analysis. These values are fixed values and are not adaptive based on the fault waveform. Hence,
there is a need to have an adaptive method which is also comprehensible by protection engineers that
analyzes the entire fault waveform to identify an appropriate fault instant to extract phasors for event
report analysis applications.

The proposed algorithm for selecting the fault instant is presented in Figure 2. After calculating the
RMS current and voltage magnitudes over the entire fault report as shown in the previous subsection,
the next step is to identify the portion of the event report which contains the fault. In most scenarios,
the fault current is a minimum of three to five times the prefault current. This parameter is commonly
used to detect the fault inception [27]. In this algorithm, when the current magnitude at index p is
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greater than three times the prefault current magnitude, it is identified as part of the fault. The set
containing all such time instants is called the faulted cycles (FC) and is defined according to (2).

FC = {p | IMag(p) > (3× IPre f ault)} (2)

The aim is to find a stable time instant to obtain the current and voltage phasors. This means
that the variation in current and voltage magnitude must be minimal surrounding this time instant to
certify that steady state has been reached at the selected time instant.

Figure 2. Flowchart depicting the proposed algorithm.

A sliding window of size (Ns/2) + 1 is defined for this purpose. The sliding window at index p
contains magnitude values at indices ranging from p− (Ns/4) to p + (Ns/4). The moving window is
given by (3) and is elucidated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Sliding window at instant p.
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WV [k f ] = VMag [p− (Ns/4) : p + (Ns/4)]

or

WI [k f ] = IMag [p− (Ns/4) : p + (Ns/4)]

(3)

where k f ε{k f s : k f e}. The indices k f s and k f e denote the time corresponding to the first and last
elements of the faulted cycles set (FC) respectively.

This window at index p includes a quarter cycle equivalent of current magnitudes prior to instant
p and quarter cycle equivalent of current magnitudes past instant p. Calculating the variance of values
inside this window will reflect on the variation of current or voltage magnitude of nearly one and half
cycles. It is to be remembered that each magnitude value is calculated by using one cycle of samples in
DFT. Hence, the size of the set IMag and VMag are n− Ns. The variance of the elements in the sliding
window is calculated using (4). The sliding window is applied from index k f s to k f e of the FC as this
represents the fault portion of the event report for both current and voltage magnitude.

The variance of N elements present in a data set vector A with a mean of µ is defined using

Vari =
1

N − 1

N

∑
j=1
|Aj − µ|2 (4)

The set of variance values obtained by moving the sliding window over the current magnitude is
rescaled to the range of [0, 1]. Rescaling the elements present in a data set vector Var is done using

VarRes
i =

Vari −Varmin
Varmax −Varmin

(5)

where Varmin and Varmax are the smallest and the largest elements in Var respectively.
Similarly, the set of variance values obtained by moving the sliding window over the voltage

magnitude is rescaled as well. The rate at which voltage changes is proportional to the rate at which
current changes as they are related together by the impedance of the system (Ohms law). As a result
the shape of current and voltage variance graph is expected to be similar. This allows us to rescale the
variance in voltage values and rescale the variance in current values as well.

The calculated rescaled current variance at index k f is summed with the calculated rescaled
voltage magnitude variance at index k f for each index k f between k f s and k f e. The index with the
minimum value of summed variance quantities (kphasor) is chosen as the time instant which has the
most stable current and voltage values that is most suitable for event report analysis applications.
The corresponding starting current or voltage sample number to calculate phasors is called Npstart.
The pseudocode for the proposed algorithm is presented in Figure 4. By implementing this algorithm,
we are effectively identifying stable or least varying voltage and current values over a period of one
and a half cycles. A small variance value during the faulted segment of the waveforms represents
that the fault has reached steady state conditions. When the variance is large, the samples probably
correspond to the transition segment and is yet to reach steady state fault condition.

Statistical hypothesis testing methods such as two sample t-test for testing mean equality and
F-test for testing variance equality using IMag [p − (Ns/4) : p − 1] and IMag [p : p + (Ns/4)] or
corresponding voltage quantities as two sets of data as proposed in [28], cannot be performed because
the sets of data used for analysis must correspond to a normal distribution. This assumption that
portions of the rms current and rms voltage profiles will belong to a normal distribution cannot be
made, especially during a fault event where there are step changes in the values. Furthermore, two
sample t-test and the F-test would be a much stricter test to check for steady state conditions and
cannot be implemented in short time fault events where steady state may not be reached at all.
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Algorithm 1 Selecting time instant for extracting phasors

Input:

VMag: Voltage magnitude profile

IMag: Current magnitude profile

Ns: Sampling rate (samples per cycle)

Output:

Npstart: Sample number at which to calculate phasor for use in post-fault analysis applications

1: for all p do

2: if IMag[p] > (3× IMag[p− (3× Ns)]) then

3: IPre f ault ← IMag[p]

4: break

5: end if

6: end for

7: for all p do

8: FC ← {p | IMag[p] > (3× IPre f ault)}
9: end for

10: for all k f do

11: WV [k f ]← VMag [p− (Ns/4) : p + (Ns/4)]

12: WI [k f ]← IMag [p− (Ns/4) : p + (Ns/4)]

13: VarV [k f ]← var(WV [k f ]) . Variance calculation—Equation (4)

14: VarI [k f ]← var(WI [k f ])

15: end for

16: VarRes
V ← rescale(VarV) . Rescaling calculation—Equation (5)

17: VarRes
I ← rescale(VarI)

18: for all k f do

19: VarRes
sum[k f ]← VarRes

V [k f ] + VarRes
I [k f ]

20: end for

21: kphasor ← {k f | VarRes
sum[k f ] is minimum}

22: Npstart ← FC[kphasor]

23: Extract phasor at Npstart sample for use in post-fault analysis applications

Figure 4. Pseudocode for the proposed algorithm.

Different recording devices record event reports at different sampling rates (Ns). When the
sampling rate changes, the change in voltage or current magnitude between successive samples vary.
Hence, a method which uses a threshold value to identify changes or rate of change or lack of variation
in voltage and current magnitude between successive samples to detect steady state condition cannot
be used. The proposed algorithm is not affected by changes in sampling rate because the number
of samples within the sliding window in (3) changes based on the sampling frequency. As a result,
it will capture the variations in current and voltages over a period of 1.5 cycles, irrespective of the
sampling frequency.
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3. Validation of Proposed Algorithm Using Field Data

As seen in Section 1, different authors have used a variety of instants and some of the commonly
used values are 1.5, 2, or 3 cycles after the fault inception to obtain stable fault phasors for event report
analysis applications. This section compares these different time instants with that of the proposed
method to demonstrate the advantages and efficacy of the proposed method.

For this purpose, 3 event reports obtained from actual real-world fault scenario are analyzed.
In each of the event reports, the fault instant selected by the proposed algorithm is validated by
estimating the fault location and comparing it with actual fault location identified by the electric utility.
Single ended impedance-based fault location methods have been used here because they utilize known
system parameters and fundamental frequency fault voltage and current measurements obtained
from event report [3,19]. The calculated fault location would be much different from the actual fault
location if the current and voltage phasors at the selected time instant contains transients and DC
offset. Furthermore, the fault instant selected by the proposed algorithm is compared with other
arbitrarily chosen fault instants discussed previously. Different fault location algorithms have different
input requirements. Hence, the purpose of providing fault location with different algorithms is to
show and verify that the time instant chosen by the proposed algorithm is a good point for selecting
phasors to be used as inputs for performing any variety of event report analysis application requiring
different input data from event reports, and not for comparison of fault location obtained between
different algorithms.

3.1. Case 1: A Common Fault Scenario

The first case taken for analysis is a line-line fault involving B and C phases. The faulted line is a
138 kV, 12.88-mile long line. The breakers protecting the circuit tripped and locked out because a tree
fell on the line about 2.64 miles from substation.

Figure 5 shows the current and voltage waveforms related to the faulted line present in the fault
record showing the first trip operation. The sampling frequency of the fault record was 3840 Hz or
64 samples/cycle. The swell in the current waveforms in phases B and C clearly indicate the presence
of a line-to-line fault.

From Figure 6 and by calculating the FC set, the fault inception was calculated to be at sample
number 1908. The markers on the current and voltage profiles (Figure 6) correspond to the time instants
presented in the Table 1. The first two diagrams in Figure 7 shows the calculated rescaled variance
values of current and voltage magnitudes at each sliding window index k f respectively. The third
diagram in Figure 7 shows the summed up value of rescaled current and voltage variance at each index
k f . The time instant corresponding to the index number which has the lowest value in this summed
up variance plot is chosen as the stable point for event report analysis applications. It is possible to
visually verify from the voltage and current profiles shown in Figure 6 that the current and voltage
magnitudes have reached steady state at the instant selected using the proposed algorithm. This time
instant (Npstart) has been shown using a red cross in Figure 6.

As this scenario is a simple common scenario without complications, choosing an arbitrary time
instant of 1.5, 2, or 3 cycles from fault inception seems to have provided us with reasonable fault
location estimates. The proposed algorithm too has chosen a time instant that has reached steady
state. However, it can be observed in Case 2 and Case 3 that the time instant selected by the proposed
algorithm has minimal current and voltage variations in the time period surrounding it compared to
some of these arbitrarily selected time instants.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Case 1: Waveforms recorded in the event report (a) current waveform (b) voltage waveform.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Case 1: Magnitude (a) current (b) voltage profile.

Table 1 presents the sample number index corresponding to the number of cycles past the fault
inception. It also gives the fault location calculated using phasors extracted at that time using DFT as
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explained in Section 2.1. It can be seen that the proposed method chooses a time instant where the
fault current and voltage waveform have been steady for one and a half cycles around the selected
time instant.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. Case 1: Calculated variance profiles (a) rescaled current variance profile (b) rescaled voltage
variance profile (c) sum of rescaled current and voltage variance profile.

Table 1. Case 1: Calculated fault location using phasors obtained at selected time instants (actual fault
location: 2.64 miles).

Number of Cycles after Fault Inception
Npstart

0.5 1 1.5 2 3

Sample Number 1940 1972 2004 2036 2100 2046

Reactance 9.57 3.10 3.10 3.13 3.13 3.13
Takagi 9.56 3.10 3.09 3.13 3.13 3.13

Novosel 9.63 3.12 3.11 3.16 3.15 3.15
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3.2. Case 2: A Short Time Fault Scenario

The second case chosen for analysis is a transmission line fault on a 345 kV line which is 69.94 miles
long. The event files from the monitoring station revealed that there was a single line-to-ground fault
on the line creating around 6 kA of fault current on B phase of the line. Protection engineers had
identified that the fault was at 15.33 miles from the monitoring station caused by buzzard droppings
on the insulator.

The relevant waveforms of the faulted line present in the fault record are shown in Figure 8.
The sampling frequency of the fault record was 960 Hz or 16 samples/cycle. Phase B current waveform
clearly shows an increase in magnitude while phase B voltage waveform shows a sag which is
indicative of a single line-to-ground fault on phase B.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Case 2: Waveforms recorded in the event report (a) current waveform (b) voltage waveform.

From the waveforms in Figure 8 and the voltage and current profiles in Figure 9, it can be observed
that the fault existed for a very short time interval but it reached steady state within this time period.

It can be seen from Figure 9 and Table 2 that the third cycle after fault inception is not available.
When the time instant two cycles after fault inception is chosen, it is too late as the process of fault
clearing has already begun. This is reflected in current and voltage profiles as well as in the estimated
fault location. Choosing 1.5 cycles provided reasonable results in this case but choosing 1.5 cycles after
fault inception as a default value might be too early for many other fault scenarios as the transients
may not have died down within that time period.
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Table 2. Case 2: Calculated fault location using phasors obtained at selected time instants (actual fault
location: 15.33 miles).

Number of Cycles after Fault Inception
Npstart

0.5 1 1.5 2 3

Sample Number 63 71 79 87 103 74

Reactance 20.38 14.63 14.23 12.90 - 14.62
Takagi 20.35 14.54 14.23 13.26 - 14.56

Novosel 20.29 14.59 14.23 13.11 - 14.61

The proposed method chose an appropriate time instant according to the fault data without
waiting for minimum arbitrary time period. The steady state condition was reached much before
1.5 cycles after fault inception. The proposed algorithm was able to detect this by using the variance
parameter and pick a time instant from the steady state condition.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Case 2: Magnitude (a) current (b) voltage profile.

3.3. Case 3: An Evolving Fault Scenario

This case presents an evolving fault where the fault started as a single line-to-ground fault on C
phase (CG fault) but then evolved into a line-to-line-to-ground fault involving A and C phase (CAG
fault). The fault in A phase was temporary and cleared out in a few cycles, however, the fault on C
phase was a permanent fault. The fault was identified to be caused due to lightning on a line of length
4.84 miles. The fault location identified by the utility was 2.67 miles from the measuring location.

The recorded fault waveforms for this case are shown in Figure 10. The sampling frequency of
the fault record was 1920 Hz or 32 samples/cycle.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Case 3: Waveforms recorded in the event report (a) current waveform (b) voltage waveform.

This scenario will demonstrate that irrespective of how the fault is classified by the relay,
the algorithm will provide appropriate time instants corresponding to the type of fault identified for
extracting phasors to be able to successfully perform event report analysis. This would not be possible
if arbitrary time instants after fault detection are chosen for extraction of fault phasors.

3.3.1. Fault Detected as an CG Fault

Though the expected fault detection is CAG fault, it is possible that the relay might classify it as a
CG fault because the fault started as a CG fault and existed as a CG fault for several cycles. When the
event report is analyzed as a CG fault, we focus only on the current and voltage waveforms of C phase
for our analysis.

Table 3 shows the sample numbers at different time instants after fault inception. Figure 11 shows
the current and voltage magnitudes when analyzing the fault as a CG fault. In contrast to case 2,
at 1.5 cycles after fault inception, it can be observed that the current and voltage profiles have not
settled yet from their DC offset. Any point before the fault evolved into CAG fault, such as two or
three cycles after fault inception, would lead to incorrect values because of transients caused by the
evolution of the fault. The current and voltage waveforms are not stable until the fault has developed
into CAG fault and this can be observed in the profiles shown in Figure 11 as well. Hence, a good
algorithm is expected to pick a value after the fault has grown into CAG fault.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11. Case 3: Magnitude (a) current (b) voltage profile considering Case 3 as line-to-ground fault
on C phase (CG) fault.

If a fault instant is picked to be at the middle point of the faulted portion of the waveform
according to the method used in [22], it would have chosen a value in the midst of the CAG fault
(around 259) which may have resulted in an erroneous reading. The fault may still be evolving and
there is no guarantee that the fault has reached steady state at this time.

It can be seen from profiles shown in Figure 11 that the current and voltage waveforms have not
reached steady state and are still fluctuating at times instants 1.5, 2, and 3 cycles after fault inception.
This is reflected in Table 3 as well because the estimated fault location keeps changing at these time
instants. The proposed method, on the other hand, was able to choose a time instant after the fault had
reached steady state. This is also visually clearly perceptible from the current and voltage profiles and
the estimated fault location is closer to actual fault location at this time instant in comparison to the
other commonly chosen time instants.

Table 3. Case 3A: Calculated fault location using phasors obtained at selected time instants (actual
fault location: 2.67 miles).

Number of Cycles after Fault Inception
Npstart

1 1.5 2 3

Sample Number 136 152 168 200 350

Reactance 2.58 2.42 2.53 2.49 2.55
Takagi 2.60 2.42 2.54 2.50 2.55

Novosel 2.54 2.39 2.50 2.46 2.50

3.3.2. Fault Detected as a CAG Fault

When the fault is classified as a CAG fault, the fault exists as a CAG fault only for a few cycles as
seen in Figure 12. Hence, this rules out the possibility of selecting a time instant in terms of cycles after
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fault inception. Similar to case 2, the fault does not exist at three cycles after the fault starts evolving
into CAG fault. However, arbitrarily selecting 1.5 or 2 cycles after fault inception may work for this
case (as seen from the fault location estimates presented in Table 4) but there is no assurance that it
is the most steady time instant to obtain the phasors for event report analysis. On the other hand,
the proposed algorithm analyzes the entire waveform where CAG fault exists and provides the time
instant with the least current and voltage variation, hence ensuring that the best available current and
voltage phasors are chosen for event report analysis.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12. Case 3: Magnitude (a) current (b) voltage profile considering Case 3 as line-to-line-to-ground
fault involving A and C phase (CAG) fault.

Table 4. Case 3B: Calculated fault location using phasors obtained at selected time instants (actual fault
location: 2.67 miles).

Number of Cycles after Fault Inception
Npstart

1 1.5 2 3

Sample Number 247 263 279 N/A 263

Reactance 2.87 2.83 2.80 - 2.83
Takagi 2.86 2.84 2.80 - 2.84

Novosel 2.84 2.81 2.76 - 2.81

3.4. Discussion

In the scenarios shown above, there may not be an improvement in fault location accuracy
between some of the arbitrarily chosen time instant and the time instant calculated by the proposed
method because there are several sources of errors while implementing impedance based fault location
methods [19]. It has also been shown that no single arbitrarily chosen time instant worked for all the
cases shown above. However, by using points selected by the proposed method, it can be guaranteed
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that errors due to wrong selection of phasors such as that reported in [22] can be eliminated, i.e.,
the proposed algorithm generalized well for all fault events. The algorithm is resilient and not affected
by the sampling frequency of the event report and has proved to be robust to different types of fault
scenarios, such as short time faults and evolving faults, as shown in this section.

This algorithm enables several post-fault analysis applications to be automated with high level of
reliability. Presently, protection engineers skillful in electrical engineering concepts manually perform
event report analysis and supervise automated control systems. However, they may not be familiar
with advanced mathematics. This algorithm is intuitive to understand for protection engineers and
does not involve unnecessary complex transformations.

4. Conclusions

This paper proposes an algorithm to select an appropriate time instant in a fault record to extract
phasors that can be used for event report analysis applications. Conventional methods use arbitrarily
chosen time instants after the fault inception which may not be suitable for all scenarios. They also do
not explore and make use of the entire fault data which may provide better quality of information.
On the other hand, the proposed method is adaptive in nature and uses statistical tools to select a time
instant where the fault current and voltages are stable and suitable for post-fault analysis applications.
This paper demonstrates the proposed algorithm using three real-world test cases. The benefits and
superiority of the proposed algorithm are highlighted in this paper using a short time fault scenario
and an evolving fault scenario.

This paper also serves as a reference elucidating the preprocessing procedures involved in
transforming data present in event reports to phasors that can be used in various post-fault analysis
application algorithms. This paper sheds light on every step starting from interpreting data present
in fault records, calculating voltage and current phasors from instantaneous sample values recorded
by a digital fault recorder, and selecting the appropriate phasors for event report analysis application.
This paper will enable a protection engineer with all tools required to perform post-fault analysis using
fault records.
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